




The basic interest for this course origins from my intellectual background, and with master degree work in this area. My BA was in History, so a have developed this segment of analyses, but my Master in Sociology was located in Collective identities on the Balkan, with accent of the Community of Macedonian Muslims (Makedonci muslimani). My special interest was in building the nation states on the Balkan, Nationalisms, and the multiethnic coexistence. The problem of national construction on the Balkan starts with the end of the Ottoman Empire, when is constructed the millet system of identification. The role of the religion in the nineteen century is the key for identity discourses on the end of twentieth century.             
My present status as assistant on the Faculty of Law allows me to continue in my interest on identity construction on one new way. I can now undergrad my Historical, and Sociological background with the Law, and so to create one unique course. On ours faculty already exists courses of Sociology, History and Philosophy of Law, also and Political system as a part of Political sciences. In addition of this I m offering wither angle of analyses of my expectations for this course. 
As a part of studies program of Law, on university “Goce Delcev” in Shtip, is Sociology of Law, History of Law and Law of EU, and all the disciplines of Law who are part of International Law and Law system of Republic of Macedonia. In addition of the development of Law, Political and Social sciences on the university “Goce Delcev” in Shtip, Macedonia, are future plans for new courses and study programs on the Faculty of Law, which is part of this university. The intention is to create program witch will contain certain aspects of Law, Sociology and History, and all together to be incorporated into corpus of lectures who will be focused on identity creation on the Balkan region, and Macedonia it self.
The intention is to be created course on Faculty of Law with department for teaching, research and exploring contemporary debates, for the modern and traditional identities on the region. This course will incorporate several aspects on the identities, and unite a few science disciplines that are connected with this issue. 
Firstly, there are historical aspects of collective identity building. In this context are incorporated histories on the Balkan region, its people and cultures. Multiculturalism is traced during the ancient history and on the ground of the east Mediterranean cultures. Not by accident the bases of the modern Western cultures leys in Southeast Europe. The culture values of so called “Ancient Greece”, are defined as ground of modern history. But the ancient world neither starts no ends with ancient Greece. This region knows more distinct cultures which were present in this region. There significant participation into the Balkan mosaic creates unique and complex picture of the ground on this region. Since the late Stone Age period there are more civilizations, and organized cultures in all the Balkans. In this context is so called Macedonian period that includes the synthesis of Ancient Macedonian, Ancient Greek and Ancient Eastern-Persian cultures into the united system of values and constellation on cultural relationships. The identities on this period are connected with the local and regional traditional values and in favor on the local and global kingdoms as political system of organization. We also must include the Illyrian and Thracian cultures, as well the variety of kingdoms which existed in interstate of the half Iceland. The influences from outside the geographical borders of the Balkan Peninsula were from more directions. First, is the influence from the northern tribes, who were on the lower cultural level. Second is the interaction with the east Mediterranean cultures, direction of significant cultural influence, spatially in the early periods of the Balkan history. At the third, is the influence from the west, which came from the Roman Empire. We should mentioned that the cultural influence never vas in one direction, and its intensity is connected whit the political and civilizational power, but also and with intensity on the local tradition versus the newcomers.
The Middle Age period on the Balkan is connected with the existence on the Roman Empire (later the East Roman Empire, or Byzantium empire), beginning of Christianity (the clash of Orthodoxy and Catholicism) and East Roman, and The Ottoman period which is promoting the Islam as monopoly in control of military, economical and political means of identity building. Te Balkan was part of the Ancient Roman Empire, and gains the identities of the Romans. The cities in late ancient period were not only economical, political and trade centers, but also and identities promoters. The Christianity as a new religious system of believes come to this region since the first century, cross the mission of Apostle sent Paul in Macedonia and Greece. Since the fourth century A.D this religion has gain the status of official. The new center of the Empire in Constantinople has transformed this region from a province into a cultural centre. The next period is connected with vast movement of population, and exchange of cultural identities. The East Roman Empire existed almost one thousand years. But in this empire coexisted more cultures, and created one unique East-Mediterranean identity discourse, which incorporate internal differences as a only culture, but also incorporate and neighboring empires, as Bulgarian Middle-age state, and Kievian-Russian state, promoting the Christianity and using the Constantinople’s as religious centre for its cultural influence. In the late middle age period first the crusaders conquest the Byzantine east, so they open the route for the new “religious danger” seen in the eyes of the Turks Osmanlia (Ottomans).
The new historical context set the borders in the middle of the Balkan, once more, more or less, confirming the dividends borders on the Roman Empire (on East and West). The Ottoman part of the Balkan was part of the Orient, and the Oxidant vas on the east-Adriatic sea, stopping to the brothers of Bosnia, Serbia and Romania. By accident or no, it includes the borders of Orthodox and Catholic Christianity. In this constellation of relationships in Nineteen century were promoted the new national identities as Western innovation. National waking is promoting the new Balkan nation-states. 
The next, twentieth century started and finished with wars on the Balkan. The new constellation of international relationships looks at this region as a bridge, and area cross which influence can control the near and middle east countries. National identification very often excludes the native traditional cultures. The First, and after that and the Second World War, were present and in this region. The consequences once more had divided the Balkan, this time in the face of the Cold War. Since the 1990-es this region passed cross new war period, in which the collective identities were once more used for political and ethnical mobilization, and putted in favor of the wore. The newest intentions are in direction of this region into the European Union, and NATO, but steal there are more open questions.   
The second aspect of collective identity building is connected with the Sociology and the Anthropology. This access is including several issues. First is connected with the two aspects of reading the nation building process-primordial and modern. The first includes the most of the official Balkan, national stands and the second, incorporates the modern western intellectual views on the nation as social construction by the nation state institutions. The modern nations on the Balkan were constructed in XIX century, from the remains of the Ottoman and Austro-Hungarian Empires. The bases of the identities and it’s origin from the Ottoman Empire, where in the millet system of religious division. The Christian orthodox communities in the beginning of nineteen century were united under the Patriarchy in Carigrad (Constantinople-today Istanbul). But after Napoleons wars on this region were promoted the ideas of freedom and national liberty. The Western romantics were creators of the ideas of separate Balkan nations and “the myth of the Turkish slavery”. The last one has been used as a base for religious and national distinction from the Empire. The creation of the national churches of Serbia (Pechka Patriarshia) and Bulgaria (Egzarhia) were the basic institutional background for institutional mobilization on the people. The same role was played from the Patriarchy in Istanbul, in favor of constructing if the Greek identity. The intensions of Macedonian population for reconstruction of the Archiepiscopacy in Ohrid were unsuccessful, so it was impossible to find early institutional background for the Macedonian nation.
The next issue is connected with the political and specially the economical influence of the wider global environment on constructing the individual, collective, local, and even national identities. The last tendencies are in direction of population mobility in direction from the countries in development to the western countries. The main moving force is the global economy and the need for cheep working hand, from the one side, and the search for better life, from the other. The identity influence is in both directions. As first, the immigrants are carriers for there own cultures to the West and as second the influence of the Western culture is returned back to the land of emigration origins.           
The third angle of view on collective identities is the law, as an institutional cover for identity pluralism. Human rights protection is one of the most explored topics on the modernity, especially in conditions of vast political mobilization. International laws and regulations are guaranty for keeping the multiculturalism on the Balkan. In this course we attend to include the most human rights declarations as The declaration of the United Nations, the most declarations of OESCE, and European Union as institutions who had wider regional influence. They are the last dam who can prevent national melting of the minority cultures into the monopoly nation state, and its “legitimate” use of force.
By synthesizing few science disciplines, we can create identities lectures, with potential to evolve into studies witch will incorporate the aspects of nation building, nationalism, ethnic conflicts solution, creating conditions for permanent peace and multiethnic coexistence in Macedonia and the wider region on the Balkans.
The multiethnic coexistence on the Balkan origins from it collared cultural and historical context. When we are talking about conflict between people who are living in this region, we should start from the present differences, which are stimulated and putted in favour and function on the Balkan nation-states. The fundament of those differences implies for the basic principals on necessity for interethnic coexistence. The constructive solution of the conflicts on the Balkans and creating preconditions for building permanent peace are bonded with the process of permanent institutional integration of the countries on Western Balkans into the European Union and NATO.   
Interethnic conflicts become synonyms for the Balkan, marking the beginning and as well the end of XX century. In this period the Balkan people has passed thru out the processes of national building and creating there national identity, cross the communist over national ideology, to the last national waking mixed with implementing the democracy and globalization as western innovations. The appearance of nation and nationalisms on the Balkan is connected with the stereotypes developed by the rest of the world for its people. Because of it’s historical, political and economical domination and power, the process of collective defining on the Balkan, has privileged the West as a standard, versus which are defined all “The others”.    
That what in the beginning of XX century leads to the euphoria’s connected with “the racial hygiene” and “the final solution”, on the end of the same century gets his synonyms in the term “ethnic climbing”. In this context the Western Balkan is imagined regional creation on the West, which is uniting, the pejorative meaning of the region of the region of the Balkan, the most of it’s Muslim population as remains of the Ottoman heritage, and ghettoize the three open national questions: The Serbian question-connected with the status of Serbian minorities on the territories of ex Yugoslavia; second is the Albanian question-connected with the final status of Kosovo and the status of Albanian population in Macedonia, Monte Negro and South Serbia; and the third is the Macedonian question, connected with the problem of the name with Greece, identity problems with Bulgaria, and church problem with Serbia.          
The best way to solve conflict situations on the Balkan is to prevented before it starts. The most secure prevention in this moment is not isolation but integration into Euro-Atlantic associations. The ethnocentrism and building of stereotypes are the main reason for misunderstandings and conflict situations on the Balkan. The solution lays with inter group contacts, communication, education and cooperation. Post conflict period of the Western Balkans countries includes transformation on conflict stages into process of permanent peace building. The short time solution includes managing the crises. The preparation is longer term process of a few years period, in which there is realisation of projects of stabilisation. The outcome includes a long term plan for overcoming the post conflict period and creating preconditions for building substantial peace. For the people of the countries of the Balkan, the most important is one crucial question: How to change for the better of our children, but not to forget the sacrifices of our parents?         
Further more, all aspects are united into the future tendencies on the countries of the region on the Balkans to be integrated into the institutions of European Union and NATO. Those institutions are guaranty for keeping the traditional cultural values on minority communities, but in the same time promoter on the new identity changes dictated not so much by political means, but rather by global economy and population mobility.                             
My expectations are connected with meeting other participants who are working on the issue of identity building on the Balkan. I hope I can exchange my permanent experience and under graded with new point of views. The lectures of this curriculum course will be precious for my further intellectual development. My present experience is already machined as motive for this application. I sincerely hope that I will leave a good impression, and have a base for my further academic progress. 
 The specific view of my work is connected with the modern view of social construction as a primary in identity construction. This leads to an discussion with the present primordial views of national building. I would like to open the same discussion made by Anthony. D. Smyth and Ernest Gellner. The incorporation of the practical experience from the field research and the theory is my next intention. This leaves to creation of this new course. The future of the institution I m working at this moment is with creating a new courses and keeping tide connections with the rest of the intellectual world. This is producing background not just for local support of the rest of the outside researchers, but creating preconditions for its intellectual progress. We must offer results who can improve the intellectual climate for further changes on the University programs. In any case the interaction with the rest of the intellectual world will provide success.  


  

